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allure Powerfully attract or charm; tempt.
Will sponsors really be allured by such opportunities.

attract Be attractive to.
The negatively charged ions attract particles of dust.

attraction
A force under the influence of which objects tend to move towards each
other.
The church is the town s main tourist attraction.

captivate Attract and hold the interest and attention of; charm.
He was captivated by her beauty.

charisma
A personal attractiveness or interestingness that enables you to influence
others.
He has tremendous charisma and stage presence.

charm Induce into action by using one s charm.
A good luck charm.

coax Gently and persistently persuade (someone) to do something.
Her lovely hair had been coaxed into ringlets.

coquet Behave flirtatiously; flirt.
For a while he coquetted with engineering.

decoy Lure or entrap with or as if with a decoy.
They would try to decoy the enemy towards the hidden group.

delusive Giving a false or misleading impression.
Delusive faith in a wonder drug.

entice
Provoke someone to do something through (often false or exaggerated)
promises or persuasion.
The treat is offered to entice the dog to eat.

enticing Highly attractive and able to arouse hope or desire.
Difficult to say no to an enticing advertisement.
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entrance Put into a trance.
About fifty people attempted to gain entrance.

fascinate Attract; cause to be enamored.
The serpent fascinates its prey.

glamorize Make glamorous and attractive.
This new wallpaper really glamorizes the living room.

inducement A positive motivational influence.
Companies were prepared to build only in return for massive inducements.

ingratiate Bring oneself into favour with someone by flattering or trying to please them.
A sycophantic attempt to ingratiate herself with the local aristocracy.

ingratiating Intended to gain approval or favour; sycophantic.
An ingratiating manner.

intrigue Form intrigues for in an underhand manner.
Henry and Louis intrigued with the local nobles.

inviting Offering the promise of an attractive or enjoyable experience.
An inviting offer.

lure
Something used to lure fish or other animals into danger so they can be
trapped or killed.
The child was lured into a car but managed to escape.

persuadable Being susceptible to persuasion.
They need to identify the most persuadable voters.

persuade
(of a situation or event) provide a sound reason for (someone) to do
something.
You can t persuade me to buy this ugly vase.

seduction Enticing someone astray from right behavior.
The seductions of the mainland.

seductive Tempting and attractive; enticing.
A seductive voice.

tempter A person or thing that tempts.
Satan is the great tempter of mankind.

tempting Highly attractive and able to arouse hope or desire.
A tempting invitation.

wheedle Influence or urge by gentle urging, caressing, or flattering.
She wheedled her way on to the guest list.

woo Make amorous advances towards.
China is wooing Russia.
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